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C o U ^  fee increases discourage 
potential students, report says
Katie H ofstetter
M U SIA N t. DAIIY
Fee increases are deterring poten­
tial students from (7ilifornia State 
Universities, according to a report 
by the C'alifornia Postsecondary 
Education C'ommission ((d^EC').
The (California Faculty 
Association (CCFA), which reported 
that student fees within the (CSU 
system have increased 76 percent in 
the last three years, supports the 
(CPECC findings.
“We hear students saying that 
their friends are having to drop out 
and that they might have to drop 
out,” CCFA communications director 
Alice Sunshine said. “Students are 
saying that they’re having increased 
difl'iculty paying the 
fees.” '
Sunshine said that 
some eSU  campuses 
are experiencing 
below-target enroll­
ment, but recognized 
dirticulty in docu­
menting the reasons 
behind the enroll­
ment decline. She 
said the CFA is 
encouraging CSU 
administrators to 
study the specific 
effects of fee increas­
es on students.
At Cal Poly, where 
tuition is on the 
upper end of the 
CSU spectrum, fees 
are not dissuading students from 
enrolling, ASI President Tylor 
Middlestadt said. He said that since 
Cal Poly is usually a top-choice 
among applicants cost is not a major 
consideration upon entrance, but 
money becomes an issue later on in 
college careers.
líyfiÉDOIS
76%
Student fee increase 
in the CSU system over 
the last three yecurs.
17%
Lower CSU faculty 
sedaries than at other 
out-of-state schools.
8%
CSU fee increase to 
tcdce effect in July.
“When cost becomes a problem is 
a couple of years down the road 
when (students) are working their 
way through school,” he said.
Murray Haberman, ('PEC- execu­
tive director, said families are “redi­
recting*’ students to less expensive 
institutions because of the large 
debts facing those with children 
attending a ('SU.
“When you look at the total costs 
of going to college, you’re looking 
at very large bills that families are no 
longer paying for — they’re bor­
rowing,” Haberman said.
In light of the findings, CdTC! 
requested that the C'SU system halt 
fee raises for the next five years.
An H percent increase passed by 
the C'SU Board ofTrustees is set to 
take effect in July and 
will be “bought out” 
by the (¡over nor 
through state budget 
money, Sunshine said.
“We hope the 
Trustees of the ('SU 
system will take to 
heart the findings and 
views of the CPEC 
on what amounts to 
tax increases on stu­
dents,” CFA President 
John Travis said in a 
press release. “ It is 
necessary to face the 
fact that fee increases 
are hurting our stu­
dents’ chances to 
complete — or even 
to begin — their col­
lege education.”
Middlestadt said in order to sup­
port the five-year freeze he would 
need to be certain such action 
would not adversely affect students.
“I’m not a fan of fee increases, but 
I’m not automatically opposed to 
see Fees, page 2
State of the Student Address
Cal Poly leaders address 
the state o f the students
Kristen Marschall
M USIANC HAIIY
Students, faculty and commu­
nity members were invited to 
attend the “State of the Student 
Address” given by ASI President 
Tylor Middlestadt on Wednesday 
in the Performing Arts (T*nter 
Pavilion, where he discussed the 
challenges students face today, as 
well as the opportunities ASI pm- 
vides students to tackle them with.
Before Middlestadt spoke, he 
was preceded by C'ornel Morton, 
the vice president for Student 
Affairs, and ('al Poly President 
Warren Baker.
“ASI represents IS,()()() stu­
dents,” Morton said, “(students 
who are) challenged by work 
responsibilities, family allegiances 
... every one of our students is dif- 
fcRTIt.”
Baker stressed that the path to 
the university level must be 
improved, noting that the K-12 
system in ('alifornia is struggling. 
To combat this, he said outreach 
programs have been created to 
help parents and schools of K-12 
students understand the opportu­
nities that will prepare and lead 
students to a university education.
“The university can’t stand by 
and do nothing,” Baker said.
But he also warned that “the 
squeeze” will be put on higher 
education in tertns of money and 
academic success, and certain mea­
sures must be taken to succeed. 
These measures require increased 
attention to math and science —
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ASI President Tylor Middlestadt was one of three speakers at the 
annual State of the Student Address Wednesday.
subjects that countries such as 
China and India are doing excep­
tionally well in — and balancing 
the curriculum with these subject 
and an environment that “fosters 
creativity.”
“I am confident . . .  that we will 
meet this challenge,” he said, “(and 
we will) continue to be the world 
leaders in a way that will help the
rest of the world as well.”
Finally, Middlestadt took the 
stage.
“Tonight is a culmination of ... 
10 months of work at ASI,” he said. 
“ASI is so much more than the 
person elected in my position ... 
ASI is really about the transforma­
tion that occurs when people work 
see Address, page 2
Grover Beach honors Cal Poly with 
Service Oi^anization o f the Year Award
Christina Casci
MUSTANC DAILY
The Grover Beach Park and 
Recreations Department honored 
Cal Poly with the Volunteer 
Service Organization of the Year 
Award.
The award honored students 
who have helped the department 
with service projects, such as the 
Mother-Son Dinner Dance and the 
Pumpkin Carving contest, but was 
given to Cal Poly as a whole.
People in the Parks and 
Recreation Department appreciate
the work the students do, said Nora 
O ’Donnell, recreation coordinator 
for the department, adding that 
“the students are professional and 
serious about what they are doing.”
Students pose no difficulties to 
the people running the projects 
and the biggest problem is the 
scheduling conflicts, which can 
even be worked around, she said.
Those in the recreation parks 
and tourism administration major 
are required to have 1,()()() hours of 
experience before they can get an 
internship, said Bill Hendricks,
program coordinator in the recre­
ation parks and tourism adminis­
tration department. Most of that 
time is done in volunteering, he 
said.
While some students plan entire 
events with Grover Beach, some 
simply volunteer for a day, said 
Mamie Goldenburg, a Cal Poly 
faculty member in the recreation 
parks and tourism administration 
department. Some students even 
work for the city as interns.
Currently, students are helping
COURTF.SY PHOTO
As part of the many volunteer activities in Grover Beach, Cal Poly’s 
see Award, page 2 baseball team has held a baseball dine in past years.
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t h e m , ” Ik * s a i d . “ l t h i n k  it  u l t i m a t e ­
ly  c o m e s  d o w n  t o  c o s t  a n d  h e n e -  
tu.”
Aiu)ther recently released study 
by ('LLC] showed that (]SU tacul- 
ty salaries are almost 17 percent 
lower than other out-ot-state 
counterpart schools.
The average 20()5-2(Mlt) salary 
tor a C'SU professor is 
compared to $in.T,4‘>() for a profes­
sor at a sclu)ol like the University 
of C'olorado, Denver, the report 
stated.
“That number doesn't even take 
into account the cost i>f living m 
(7difornia compared to other 
states," Sunshine said. "7'he eco­
nomic pressure on the teachers to 
support then families is also a tac- 
tor. riiat's one of the reasons the
C'.SU svstem is losing faculty.”
Middlestadt said at a polytechnu 
school the problem is intensified, 
and that higher-paying alternatives 
in the fields of science and mathe­
matics make finding teachers espe­
cially ditFicult.
"It is a consistent issue that is 
raised by our university president,” 
he said.
The CLEG report weighed 
salaries of C'SU faculty against a 
group of 20 universities scattered 
throughout the nation.
C'SU associate professors make 
close to $6,500 less than the com­
parison group, while assistant pro­
fessors make over $5000 less and 
instructors make about $1100 less 
than the comparison group, the 
study indicated.
IVavis said in a press release that 
the C!SU system is “losing ground” 
when compared to other higher 
education establishments.
Address
continued from page / 
with each other.”
1 le launched into the highlights ot 
2(H)5, which started after his election 
in June when a C'SU committee 
approved a policy for enerj;y conser­
vation that 14,(K)0 students had been 
involved in — a cause that “brought 
the most unlikely people together,” 
he said. C'al Poly also contributed ten 
megawatts of renewable energy.
"To see it done now is a proud 
moment,” he said.
In August, 2(M) students through­
out the state, including ASl delegates, 
met in Long Beach to discuss the 
price of education. 7'he meeting put 
a statewide spotlight on the students 
and reached Sacramento, where the 
students were able to meet with the 
governor to talk about the issue. The 
message was hean.1, Middlestadt said.
“Had students not stood up, we 
wouldn’t have been on the radar,” he 
said. "Today, ASl continues to be a 
strong voice in Sacramento.”
Other important accomplish­
ments throughout the year included 
working with the city of San Luis 
Obispo to find transportation alter­
natives and improving neighborhood 
relations throughout Mardi Ciras.
Middlestadt said he hopes for a 
record turnout of 25 percent of the 
student body when ASl elections 
commence in May and encouraged 
students in the audience to get 
involved.
“(In ASl,) when you show up, 
w hen you don’t give up, you make a 
difference,” he said, adding to a stand­
ing ovation that students are the No. 
1 priority' and ASl serves as “the eyes, 
ears and voice of the students.”
(x)lin Goodridge, a junior art and 
desijtti major, was impressed.
Award
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Grover Beach plan the Mother- 
Son Dinner Dance. Students help 
the most with this event but all ot 
the events have a large student 
influence. O ’Donnell said
Not only was the recreation 
parks and tourism administration 
iiiajiu honored, so was the athletics 
department The Cal I’oly wonien'N 
basketball team helped (trover 
Beach put on a free basketball clin­
ic for children. In past years. Cal 
I'oly's baseball team held a climc 
for children as well.
“The children especially like tin
basketball clinic,” O ’Donnell said. 
“7 he kids get to hang out with tall 
wirnien w ho are good at basketball, 
and they all work well with chil­
dren.”
rhere is even a class offered at 
Cal l‘oly, Rec 210, introduction to 
program design, in which students 
plan a whole event throughout the 
course of the ipiarter, Goldenburg 
said. The event is then usually held 
during the eighth or ninth week.
Grover Beach benefits greatly 
from the students’ time and the 
students benefit equally from the 
time they spend on the projects. 
Hendricks said.
“7'here is a great relationship
between that city and C^ il l*oly,” he 
said. “That relationship will defi­
nitely continue in the future.”
O ’Donnell invites students to 
get involved with coimmmity ser­
vice.
“ In the past, the students 
brought friends and that is always a 
big help. 7 he planning onlv takes 
three or four petiple but the actual 
event takes much more.” she said.
Many positive things come out 
of the students helping the com­
munity. Goldenburg said.
“We appreciate evervthmg the 
students do and look forward to 
many profitable adventures with 
them.” O ’l )onnell said.
&ue he dies in the middle.
At his cnioifixion, not even Jesus' closest followeis would have 
called him a heio. The man they thought was the Messiah was being 
executed. P.iid of hopes. End of dieam.
Rut then something happened. TTitee dayslatei, liis body was not 
in its biiiial tomb. Tliat night, he physically appealed to his discijiles. 
He showed them all of the Sciiptuies that foietold that he would die 
for flu* toigiveness of sins and then rise fiom the dead.
.lesiis is the heio we needed...the Saviol who offeis US eteiiial life 
and a chance to know (i<»d p'lsonally. To know more, see the featuie 
aitide BEYOND BUND FAJTH at EveryStudent.com.
EveryStudent. coit!
“It makes me feel optimistic,” he 
said. “ I’m interested in getting 
involved ... it’s amazing what’s going 
on.”
(ioodridge was further impresserl 
by Baker’s presence and it was the : 
first time he had seen the university ' 
president. j
“I wish at the beginning of every 
year he could show his face,”  ^
Goodridge said. |
Becca Swanson, ASl chief of staff, 
said it was a good chance for students i 
to hear Bresident Baker. ,
“Not many students get to hear 1 
him,” she said, adding that many f 
leaders throughout the school and 
community’ were in attendance.
“The event was a huge success,” 
former ASl President Blake Bolton 
said. “Tyler was diplomatic and poet-  ^
ic. his p.ission is really inspiring. 
Hearing about the state of the stu- | 
dent — we got that and more.” j
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WHO SAID THAT?
Among those w hom  1 like or admire, 1 can find no com m on 
denom inator, but among those w hom  I love, I can: all o f  them 
make me laugh.
—  W H  Auden
W hen a miracle happens, even if not to you, it’s nature is to 
naturally expand.You can almost feel the warm th on your face. 
—  Hugh Elliott
Wordly
Wise
Coeval: existing dur­
ing the same period of 
time; also, a contempo­
rary.
BREAKING NEWS
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The Face of Cal Poly
presents... Favorites
Editors
Place in SLO: Downtown 
Restaurant: Yanagi Sushi 
Time of day: When it’s sunny out!
Past time: Socializing, reading and designing.
Musical artist: Right now it is Tyler Hilton.
Animal: Penguins
If \b u  Could ...
—  be anywhere, where would you be and why?
Any place that has hot guys with sexy accents.
—  have lunch with any three people, who would you 
pick?
Three hot guys with sexy accents.
Presidential Candidates 
Todd Maki
Col.oge of Engineering
Anne Giapapas
College of Agriculture
Board of Directors
College of Architecture 
and Environmental Design
Aziynn Hare 
Heather Josten 
Marcela Opie 
Sean Timon 
Greg Wiley
College of Agriculture
Ashlee Griffiths-Sakaishi 
Brad Hulbert 
Collin Leslie 
Amanda Rankin 
Kyle Robertson 
Jared Samarin 
Brandon Souza 
Mia White
One Voice, 17,000 Strong
VOTE
May 3 » 4
ASI will bo ovory stuAoat'i coaaoctioa lo Hio sltHMio collofo OBfocitaco
Election Dates:
May 3. 2006 ■ May 4, 2006
Candidates Debate
April 25. 2006
Candidates Forum
April 27, 2006
Polling Locations 
8 am-4 pm
Ag Bridge (Bldg 10>
Fisher Science/Science North (Bldg 53) 
Kennedy Library (Bldg 35)
Campus Mar)iet (Bldg 11)
8 am-7;30 pm
Education Building Breezeway (Bldg 2) 
University Union-Downstairs (Bldg 65)
College of Engineering
Reza Akhavain Lindsey Bauer 
Brian Eller
College of Liberal Arts Tony Guntermann
Zach Austin Kian Hemmati
Robert Blanco Erica Janoff
Sarah Eldridge Joseph Podegracz
Max Hubbert Arvand Sabetian
David Kirk Rachael Severn
Ruthie Osorio 
Jillian SmiHie
Nicole Stromsness
Lana Smith College of Business
Josh Burroughs
College of Science and Math Jessica Gibbons
David Bailey Steven Larsen
Laura Baldwin Erika Morgan
Daniel Berger Nick Motroni
Adam Buttgenbach Skylar Olsen
Jay Hann Melissa Robbins
Jeff Mohr Matthew Taylor
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State briefs
SANTA CRUZ — Military recruiters left a campus job fair when 
about 60 student and faculty anti-war demonstrators showed up outside 
the event at the University of California, Santa Cruz.
Four recruiters from the Army and Army National Guard left after an 
hourlong standoff Tuesday at the College 8 West Field House.
— The Associated Press
•  •
YUBA CITY — A 75-year-old woman who disappeared more than a 
week ago had sent more than $5(K),(KX) to fake lotteries in other coun­
tries, wiping out the life savings she had accumulated with her husband, 
investigators said.
Norma Anderson has not been seen since her clothes were found neat­
ly folded on the hank of the Feather River in Yuba City on April 4. The 
Sutter County' Sheriff’s Department boat patrol has continued to search 
the river for her, Capt. Jeff Fierce said.
— '¡'he Associated Press
Earmer sells all his raisins, defying USDA rule
B.B.Q. Dining 
Across from the Mission 
Happy Hour Wed-Fii 4-7
FREE FOOD
When you buy any drink
B.B.Q. Vegetarian
Tacos
Burgers
Gyros
Garlic Chicken 
Chips & Salsa
iSir. Falafel-
Hummus 
Bean & Cheese Burrito 
Veggie Burrito 
Salads
Alcohol from 
$1.25 up!
Wednesdays Only! 
^ $2 Combo
1/4 lb burger and drink!
778 Higuera St. SLO Inside the Network 
(805) 543-5555
Juliana Barbassa
ASSCXaATEl) PkESS
KERMAN — The fresh green 
shoots emerging from Marvin 
Horne’s gnarled grapevines offer the 
promise of a new crop of raisins and, 
perhaps, the farmer’s ruin.
Horne plans to sell every morsel of 
the sun-dried fruit, bypassing a middle 
man and defying a decades-old rule 
requiring that he set aside some of his 
crop to avoid a glut in the market.
Since 2002, this act of disobedience 
has landed Horne before an adminis­
trative judge twice and he’s scheduled 
for another hearing next month. He 
faces up to $275,(KK) in fines and 
$830,000 in restitution for fruit 
grown by him and other farmers that 
wasn’t supposed to be sold.
But Horne is betting the farm, lit­
erally, that he’ll prevail against the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and other 
growers who claim Horne and the 60 
farmers who rent his packing shed are 
cheating.
“Let’s just say 98 percent of the 
industry growers are playing by the 
rules and setting our portion aside, 
trying to make a living, and the rest 
are stealing from us,” said Jerald 
Rebensdorf, president of the Fresno 
Cooperative Raisin Growers.
Horne and farmers like him say 
they have to sell everything they pro­
duce to make a living, especially fol­
lowing lean years like those in the 
early part of this decade, when some 
farmers were forced out of business.
“You just can’t survive giving part 
of your crop away,” said Joyce Evans, 
who has been growing raisins near 
Caruthers for 40 years. “I wouldn’t 
be able to make it if I had to sell to 
a packer and not get compensated 
for everything I grew. This is a make 
it or break it situation for us.”
At the heart of the dispute is a law 
passed by Congress nearly 70 years 
ago that aimed to protect impover­
ished fanners by helping stabilize 
markets following the Great 
Depression.
or most other commodities, like 
prunes or milk, the only remnants of
Raisin 
farmer 
Marvin 
Horne 
stands in a 
field of 
grapevines 
planted in 
1918 next 
to his
home April 
10 in 
Kerman.
ASS(X:iATEn
PRESS
the Agricultural Marketing 
Agreement Act of 1937 are commod­
ity groups that charge farmers an 
assessment to pay for research and 
promotions — the familiar “Got 
milk?” campaign, for example.
But the raisin marketing order, 
established under the 1937 law, has 
real teeth. The Raisin Administrative 
Committee can prop up the price of 
raisins by looking at the size of the 
crop and determining how much will 
be sold domestically, and how much 
will be stored or sold abroad at a 
lower price.
“It’s like a cartel,” said Dan Sumner, 
director of the University of 
California’s Agricultural Issues 
Center.“It’s trying to be the OFEC of 
the raisin market.”
But Rebensdorf said if farmers 
were allowed to sell everything they 
produced, the result would be raisin 
chaos. Price and availability would 
fluctuate wildly, making it hard for 
anyone trying to market the product, 
he said.
RAC officials did not return 
repeated calls for comment. The 
USDA attorney handling Horne’s 
case, Frank Martin Jr., said he could 
not discuss an ongoing case.
“These regulations have helped sta­
bilize supplies and prices, and 
strengthen marketing conditions,” the 
USDA said in a statement. “The mar­
keting order has helped the industry
expand domestic markets over the 
years, and has promoted a dramatic 
expansion of raisin exports.”
The rules say packers who buy the 
raisins only have to pay farmers up 
front for fruit headed to U.S. mar­
kets. Farmers are paid for foreign- 
bound raisins, and those going into 
storage, only after they’re sold, often 
at a much lower price.
So in a high-yield year like 2()0(), 
when California farmers produced 
more than 4()(),00() tons of raisins, 
they only got paid up front for what 
the Raisin Administrative 
Committee decided the domestic 
market could bear 53 percent of the 
crop.
To avoid being forced to set some 
of their crop aside, some growers 
started renting Horne’s shed, putting 
their raisins through the washing 
and cleaning cycle that would ordi­
narily be done by a packer, then 
selling them on their own.
Horne was formally served with a 
complaint by the USDA in 2(K)4.At 
his next hearing in May, about 50 
farmers, packers and others with a 
stake in the raisin industry will be 
called as witnesses.
The USDA is seeking more than 
$1 million from Horne, not only for 
his own fruit sold in defiance of the 
regulations, but for raisins grown by 
other farmers and packed in his 
shed.
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We eater at your location or eater at aura!
P 0CT DAIRY C R E EK
Funding Can Help Your 
Activity Take OfT!
I-
• Club Banquets
• Departm ent Award Dinners
• Fraternity/Sorority Formale & Dancea
Discover ue at www.cateringunlimited.com
With passage of the IRA Referendum in 
February, more funds are available to 
support Instructionally Related Activities.
To see if you qualify, visit the IRA
website at
www.academicprograms.calpoly.edu/IRA
Deadline for Applications is 
April 17
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National
briefs
WASHINGTON — The
White House faced new questions 
Wednesday about President Bush s 
contention three years ago that 
weapons of mass destruction had 
been found in Iraq. The 
Washington Post reported that a 
Pentagon-sponsored team of 
experts determined in May 2(M)3 
that two small trailers were not 
used to make biological weapons. 
Yet, two days after the team sent its 
findings to Washington in a classi­
fied report, Bush declared just the 
opposite.
— I he Associated Press 
• • •
ATLANTA — Hundreds of 
1 )elta Air Lines Inc. pilots marched 
near the company’s headquarters 
Wednesday and placed a giant 
inflatable rat on a street corner to 
symbolize what they see as corpo­
rate greed in management’s effort 
to void their contract and impose 
pay cuts.
The demonstration came even 
as there appeared to be progress in 
talks that were continuing 
between union and company 
negotiators at a hotel in New York.
— Ihe Associated l*ress 
• • •
WASHINGTON —
America's traile deficit showed a 
bigger-than-expected improve­
ment in I ebruary as the politically 
sensitive imbal.uice with Cdiina 
ilropped to the lowest le\el m 
ne.irly a ye.ir.
I he t'ommerce Department 
reported Wediiesd.iy that the 
deficit fell to $(A.7 billion, ,i 4.2 
percent decline from J.iiui.iry’s 
record of S()S.7 billion.
I \ e n  w i t h  t h e  i m p r o v i n e n t .  
t h e  1 e b r u . i l  V t r . id e  g . i | ’ w . i s  t h e  
t h i r d  h i g l i e s t  e \ e r .  I h e  d e f i c i t  tl>r 
t h e  f u s t  t w o  m o n t h s  o t  t h i s  v e . i i  is 
r u n n i n g  I.V.3 p c r c u i t  . i b i ^ e  t h e  
p a c e  i n  ■: a r l \  J o i t .S
I he . {ssodaicd Pie^ .'
M oussaoui jury hears cockpit tape o f passengers 
stru^jling to retake hijacked 9/11 jet
Michael J. Sniffen
ASSOClATfcl) I'RKSS
ALEXANDKIA, Va. — Jurors in 
the Zacarias Moussaoui trial listened 
Wednesday to a recording of terri­
fied shouts and cries in the cockpit 
as desperate passengers twice 
charged panicked hijackers during 
the final half hour of doomed 
United Flight 93 on Sept. 11,2001.
“Is that it? I mean, shall we pull it 
down?’’ one hijacker asked in Arabic 
123 seconds before the 757 jetliner 
slammed into a Pennsylvania field 
with 33 passengers, seven crew 
members and four hijackers. “Yes, 
put it in it, and pull it down,’’ anoth­
er voice replied in Arabic.
In the remaining two minutes, 
more voices are heard than earlier, 
including some that say in English: 
“Go. r.o.’’
“Move. Move.’’
“Push, push, push, push, push.’’
I hen in Arabic: “Give it to me. 
Clive it to me. (íive it to me.”
Finally in Arabic: “Allah is the 
greatest. Allah is the greatest. Allah is 
the greatest. Allah is the greatest.” 
Then only the roar of static.
Ihe government rested its case 
for executing Sept. I 1 cciiispirator 
Moussaoui sluirtly after 17 jurors 
and alternates and 15n audience 
members became the first people 
other than investigators and victims’ 
relatives to hear the only audible 
ciickpit rectiuling recowred from 
the four jetliners hij.icked by al- 
t^aula 1 1 1  the n.ition’s most de.idly 
terrorist .itt.ick.
On 1 hursday, ■ (Uirt-appoiiited 
liefeiise l.iwyers will begin arguing 
th.it the 37-ve.ir-old I'em  hni.in. 
who was in jail in .Minnesota on 
II. plaved so .mall a role .nui had 
^uch ment.il problems th.it he 
ilesei ves hie in prison niste.id of e.v - 
■ iition.
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off the video screens — even during and stepmother died on the plane.
long silent periods — as prosecutors 
used a multimedia presentation to 
try to put them inside the Flight 93 
cockpit.
Slumped in his chair and impas­
sive, Moussaoui, too, watched intent-
•y-
A transcript, which translated 
Arabic into English and converted 
many nearly inaudible sounds into 
text, scrolled up the side of the 
screen. Synchronized with the text 
and drawn from the recovered flight 
data recorder, dials showed the 
plane’s speed, altitude and wing atti­
tude compared with the horizon. 
Other indicators showed the autopi-
said hearing an enhanced tape earli­
er had persuaded him passengers 
killed a hijacker guarding the cock­
pit. “It’s an example of ordinary citi­
zens on a moment’s notice stepping 
up and protecting the U.S. C'apitol 
from a terrorist attack,” he said out­
side the courthouse afterward. 
Captured Sept. 11 mastermind 
Khalid Shaikh Mohammed has said 
the Capitol was the plane’s target.
Some thought they heard the pas­
sengers struggling with hijackers for 
control of the steering yoke inside 
the cockpit during the final seconds. 
The Sept. 11 Commission’s study 
reached no conclusion on whether
lot, the steering yoke position and any hijacker was killed in the strug-
the plane’s trajectory.
Despite the detail and because the 
cockpit ceiling microphone can pick 
up sounds from the passenger cabin, 
particularly if the cockpit door is 
open, there were multiple interpre­
tations of the final seconds.
Hamilton Beterson, whose father
gle with passengers and said the 
hijackers remained at the controls 
“but must have judged that the pas­
sengers were only seconds from 
overcoming them.”
The 30-minute tape begins with a 
hijacker saying in English: “Blease sit 
down. Keep remaining seating. We
have a bomb on board. So sit.”There 
follows several minutes of commands 
such as: “Don’t move.” “Shut up.” 
“Down, down, down, sit down.”
Nearly six minutes in, a voice in 
English tells the passengers, “We are 
going back to the airport, and we 
have our demands. So please remain 
quiet.” The San Francisco-bound 
plane then turns over western 
Bennsylvania back toward the East 
Coast.
During a period of quiet, appar­
ently unbeknownst to the hijackers, 
passengers with cell phones learn 
that jets have crashed into the World 
Trade Center. But the hijackers 
detect something is up. One says in 
Arabic: “The guys will go in, lift up 
the (unintelligible) and they put the 
ax in it. So, everyone will be scared.”
The transcript gives no further 
clues about the “unintelligible” 
object. But the Sept. 1 1 C\)inmission 
says the hijackers m.iy h.ive killed or 
silenced a flight attendant by this 
point.
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Ah, Easter ... alovely, springtime holiday filled 
with baby chicks, choco­
late eggs and lots of booze.
Wait one moment. That 
didn’t sound right.
Easter is supposed to be 
a Holy hciliday: a day that 
signifies the very essence 
of two of the world’s most 
dominant religions,
Cdiristianity and Judaism. It 
is the day of Christ’s resurrection.
It also falls into the Passover week, 
and both are times of intense cul­
tural and spiritual reflection.
And, at the very least, Easter is 
supposed to be the day when all 
the Christian sinners of the world 
come out of the woodwork and 
make their biannual pilgrimage to 
church (the other day, of course, 
being Christmas).
However, for most people, Easter 
has become a special day set aside 
to self-nghteously and sadistically 
gorge themselves on Cadburry 
Cream Eggs and Peeps. “Fuzzy 
Bunny,” anyone? Need I say more?
That last bit aside, finding a way 
to work alcohol into the Easter fes­
tivities just seems so taboo and’ 
even immoral..Yet, whether you’re 
devouring some wine-spiked truf­
fles or you’re chugging mimosas at 
Easter brunch, intoxicating bever­
ages sotnehow always manage to 
make their way into the equation.
How’eve’r, because (>od does has 
one heck of a sense of humor, and 
because this is The Velvet Rope, 
Easter is also a day on which I can 
return fn>m morning service, sit 
back and reminisce about the 
church and its profound affect on 
my first taste of being legal.
It all began the week before I 
turned 21. My friends from San
MD \  lilA'KT RC^ Pl
ORfVERLCewSE--23,-67
Air.v J^eaxi.
J o u rn e y
Pow au!
.or
Diego were trying to determine 
the best way to go about getting 
me trashed (probably something 
along the lines of christening a bar 
top with a bottle of cheap cham­
pagne).
I told them I was going for some­
thing a bit more subtle and sopliisti- 
cated. We settled for somewhere in 
the middle: A Saturday evening at 
my house with friends, food and lots 
of quality beer, followed by a late- 
night romp downtown.
Tuesday rolled around and. see­
ing how I was not yet familiar with 
the local bar schedules, I chose to 
skip the ijl-famed Bull Sweat and 
head off to Bible study. We had 
made it half way through the 
evening when my friend Emily and 
I decided to begin a new church 
tradition. From that day forth, we 
declared to our pastor, the wine left 
over from communion should be 
given to anyone celebrating the ’ 
grand age of 21.
“Heck,” we said with mischie­
vous grins, “wasn’t Jesus a wiho?”
For those of you who aren’t 
familiar with communion wafers or 
communion wine, it is frowned 
upon to dispose of either the bread 
or the wine once it has been 
blessed as the body and blood of 
Christ. Therefore, the bread is usu­
ally saved for the next service, and 
someone has to pretty much down
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'  the wine (albeit in a reli­
giously respectful manner).
Si), I decided to save our 
pastor from the arduous 
task of consuming cup after 
cup of leftover wine, and 
take it upon myself to get 
the job done. Surely, I 
thought this new tradition 
would be quite the rage 
among newly legal wine 
___ connoisseurs of the church?
Wow, was I wrong.
Half way through the chalice, I 
realized that this wine was not your 
regular wine, it had a sickeningly 
sweet aftertaste, due to the fact that 
it was actually made from organic, 
kosher grapes. IMus, as I soon 
found out, communion wafers can 
only soak up so much liquid. This 
meant that I had a lot of not-so- 
yummy, fermented, kosher good­
ness to go.
Definitely not the tasty adven­
ture I had expected.
And perhaps the worst realiza­
tion I had while sitting under the 
flawlessly polished cross on the 
altar, struggling to finish my glass:
I was chugging the symbolic 
blood of Jesus, my Savior and 
Creator. Talk about a downer.
It was at this moment that I 
stopped and began to ponder the 
importance of grace. Here I was, 
perched'atop a pew in the sanctu­
ary, lavishly displaying one of 
• Chaucer’s Seven Deadly Sins: 
(iluttony. And rather than cherish 
the wine for what it was; a mov­
ing ritual of my religion, I disre­
garded my faith and focused on 
the flimsy traditions of pop cul­
ture.
Today, Easter, like the overly- 
hyped right of passage into legal 
alcohol consumption, has become 
more of a bunny-ear wearing icon 
than what it is intended to he: A 
brief moment set aside in an 
incredibly busy world to pay 
homage to something greater than 
ourselves.
Don’t get me wrong— I can 
appreciate chocolate and jelly 
beans just as much as the next 
person (and with my sweet tooth, 
perhaps even a great deal more). 
But the truth of the matter is; 
there arc things much more 
important in life than waiting for 
that next great high. And without 
sounding preachy, turning 21 isn’t 
all it’s cracked up to be.
Luckily, my excursions to the 
bars never bring up traumatic 
memories slurping down commu­
nion wine. Now I am well aware 
of the term “everything in moder­
ation,” and I strive daily to apply it 
to my life as much as possible.
So by all means, bite that 
chocolate head otf of your Easter 
Bunny. But this time, pause mid­
mastication and ponder over what 
Easter means to you. I can’t tell 
you what to think, but 1 can tell 
you that there is more to this holi­
day than bon-bons and beer.
♦\
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COURTESY PHCYTO
Reality TV ‘Idol’ spoof starring Hugh Grant and Manday Moore 
plays for free on Friday at Downtown Centre Theatre.
Amy Asman
MUSTANG IMIIY
Cal Poly students will get a sneak 
peek tonight of Universal Pictures’ 
latest comedy “American Dreamz.’’ 
From the makers of smash hit 
American Pie and the lesser-known 
Brit flick About A Boy, director Paul 
Weitz’s newest spoof on pop culture 
takes center stage for ASl Event’s 
private screening at Downtown 
Centre Cinema, starting at 8 p.m.
Although tickets for the free 
showing have already run out. staff at 
the Cal Pcily Epicenter said limited 
seating will still be available.
“If you still want to see (the 
movie), it’s first-come-first-serve 
seating for people with tickets,” said 
Grant Zanini, student manager of 
ASI Events. “Then after that, if 
there’s still room, we’ll just let peo­
ple in for free.”
Featuring an all-star cast including 
Hugh Grant, Mandy Moore, Dennis 
Quaid and Wilem Defoe,“American 
Dreamz” is a fictional tale of money, 
politics and Hollywood sleaze. The 
film is said to mock the world’s cur­
rent obsession with reality television 
and pop-icons, a la Fox’s epic hit.
“American Idol.”
According to a plot synopsis 
posted on the movie’s Web site, 
www.americandreamzmovie.com, 
“America just can’t seem to get 
enough of ‘American Dreamz,’ 
hosted by self-aggrandizing, self- 
loathing Martin Tweed (Hugh 
Grant), ever on the lookout for the 
next insta-celebrity. Tired of the 
same boring guests season after 
season, Tweed decides to up this 
year’s ante by recruiting a crop of 
bizarre hopefuls.”
These starry-eyed wannabe’s 
include pop star Mandy Moore as 
Sally, “a conniving steel magnolia 
with a devoted, dopey veteran 
boyfriend (Chris Klein) and fame- 
obsessed ‘momager’ Martha 
(Jennifer Coolidge),” and Sam 
Golzari as Omer, “a recent immi­
grant and bumbling, show-tune 
singing/would-be terrorist await­
ing activation,” along with many 
more scene-stealing cameos from 
some of today’s leading actors and 
actresses.
At the same time, the movie fol­
lows fictional American President 
Joe Stanton (Dennis Quaid) during a 
most unusual day at the White
House. The storyline is such that on 
the morning of his reelection, 
Stanton decides to read the newspa­
per for the first time in his four-year 
run as President.
“Holed up in pajamas in his bed­
room, the President begins obses­
sively reading and reexaminihg his 
formerly black-and-white view of 
the world, shocked at what he is dis­
covering,” the Web site said.
Weary of the President’s appar­
ent meltdown and equally dismal 
approval ratings, the Chief of Staff 
(Wilem Defoe) decides to book 
him as a j^est judge on the popu­
lar reality .television show
“American Dreams.”
Apparendy, the movie has already 
created quite a buzz among movie­
goers and students, junior Helena 
Levin, a Cal Poly Child
Development major and avid Hugh 
Grant fan, said.
“Hugh Grant told me and the 
rest of the world in Vanity Fair last 
month that he was retiring from 
acting, but au contraire my friends. 
Here he is — and 1 get to see him,” 
Levin said. “And that’s my 
American dream — that he acts 
until he’s fat and bald.”-
‘Leave It To Chance’ 
celebrates anniversary 
with special screening
Jemma Wilson
MlNTAN<i IJAllY
“Leave it to C'hance,” the movie 
written, prcxluced, acted and directed 
in entirely by former and current Cal 
Poly students, will be shown as an 
anniversary screening Friday at 6:30 
to 10 p.m. in the Business building 
Room 213.
Bernard Badion, who graduated 
from Cal Poly in June 2005 in busi­
ness administration, was the movie’s 
writer, director and pixKlucer and is 
excited to return to his alma mater.
“It feels really gsx>d to come back 
to w’here it all started,” Badion said.
After the release of the movie last 
April, “Leave it to Chance” was 
selected for several film-festivals 
thniughout the nation, including the 
Santa Barbara International Film 
Festival and the Cdiicago Filipino- 
Anierican Film Festival.
“It was pretty surprising to see 
how people reacted to the movie. 1 
never thought it would impact them 
like that.” Badion s;iid.
Prior to the screening there will be 
a concert featuring HPast, ('athy
Cialvez,Ating Himig andTake It SLO. 
All proceeds fmni the night will ben­
efit Cal Poly’s Pilipino Cultural 
E.xchange and its annual Pilipino 
Cultural Night.
Most of the ca.st and crew, includ­
ing Badion, will be attending the 
screening, giving attendees the 
opportunit\' to ask questions. A docu­
mentary will aiss) be shown of the 
crew on tour for the past year pre­
miering the movie.
“Tlie reaction was overwhelming.” 
Badion said.
Fmm pre-production to post-pro­
duction, the movie totaled nearly 
$35,()(K) and was financed primarily 
fn>m private frinds by Badion and 
Benjamin Kantor, the movie’s cine­
matographer and pnidiicer, as well as 
fundraisers and private donations 
from Uxal businesses. All of the stu­
dents involved with the making of the 
film were part of^he ('al Poly Film 
Cdub, but none w«re film or theatre 
majors.
Stephen Heraldo. a graphic com­
munications junior, starred as the 
main character, C'harlte, in the movie 
and is looking forward to the anniver-
■ just not righi low
1
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COURTESY m o i x )
Past and present Cal Poly students celebrate the anniversary of their movie “I^ave it to Chance” on Friday.
sary screening.
The first screening had a showing 
of roughly ‘XK) people and Heraldo 
has since been shocked by the turn­
out for the premiers.
“I didn’t think the mov'ie would 
turn out so big. The whole tour has 
been crazy,” Heraldo said.
As for any further acting aspira­
tions, Heraldo said that he would def-
initely like to remain in the industry, 
if not acting then at least helping 
Badion make his next film.
“Leave it to C'hance” is a ixmiantic 
comedy based on the love lives of twxi 
Asian American college students, 
Kailin and C'harlie. After Kailin tells 
C'harlie she wants to go on a break 
and take some space, Cdiarlie, like 
many other college students, finds
himself in a confused type of limbo 
trying to figure out where he and 
Kailin sUind. He decides to “leave it m 
chance” if they get back together 
again.
Tickets are $8 advance and $10 at 
the door and can be purchased in the 
University Union tir by contacting 
Cdiristine Nasol at
cnasol^calpoly.edu.
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The new Blockbuster night
len my roommate and I moved into agree to talk about his feelings every now and
W our abode over the summer, we were faced with the annoying tasks of set­ting up electricity, gas and cable. Matters of enter­
tainment were left in my hands, and in my “Its 
summer and 1 will never have any responsibilities 
ever” haze, 1 signed us on for Charters most 
expensive package: All the pay channels, plus cable is also why men tend to overlook the facts that, 
Internet, for a cool ‘X) bones a month. But lately first, the acting in porn is so cheesy you need
then even though he’d rather gouge out his eye­
balls.
Studi s show that men tend to be more visual 
than women, which explains why the guy you 
randomly made out with last Cinco de Mayo 
eerily kept his eyes open —  the whole time. This
By  JANICE EDMAN
I’ve noticed that, 
between two girls 
who are trying 
desperately to 
graduate on time, 
we haven’t been 
making enough 
use of the premi­
um channels and 
all their broadc.ist- 
ing benefits.
Which IS why 
Jane, returning 
home from the 
gym a few nights 
.igo, stumbled 
across the 
boyfriend and 
myself glued to 
back-to-back
episodes of Real Sex, llB O ’s shock documentary 
about sex annind the nation, followed by b.ick-to- 
back episodes (it w.is quite the Tluirsd.iy night) of 
The Best Sex F.ver, featuring possibly the worst 
softcore sex ever.
J.me seemed a bit caught offguard th.it A) We 
were w.itching porn together, anil B) We were 
w .itching porn together on the couch she con­
tributed to the house. .Mtlunigh we all h.ul a 
l.iugh (she's . 1 good sport), her surprise sp.irked 
>ome interest of my ow n. In ,i drunken poll I 
onducted .It the bars over the weekend (thank 
you to .ill p.irticip.mts). most couples I .isked s.iid 
they do w.itch porn together —  occ.isionally. 
■‘Yeah, we do.” s.nd my friend Andrea, up from 
U(;SB.“But It's because he wants to not me.' 
S.idly. this sentiment w.is echoed by several girls I 
qsoke to. Born is basically a concession a girl w ill 
make in the rel.itionship.just like the guy w ill
crackers to watch it, and second, hardcore porn is
graphic and usually 
a shocker for 
novices. Most 
girls, even the 
more seasoned 
ones, find it some­
what hard to take 
“Debbie Does 
I Dallas” seriously 
with all of the 
thrusting, slimy 
shots therein, let 
.done become 
aroused by it. 
Elowever, while 
easier to watch, 
softcore porn is 
incredibly irritating 
in its weak
attempts to cover up the fact that nothing is hap­
pening. A girl simulating a blowjob without a few 
bobs up and down is not fooling anyone.
But the virtues of good porn cannot be 
ignored. The key is to find something both part­
ners in the relationship can find arousing, or else 
the wonder that is pornography can become a 
sore sjiot between the two. We girls just need to 
keep in mind that porn is not a replacement for 
the sexual relationship you .ire h.i\ iiig (re.iil; Just 
bec.iuse Jenna Jameson is re.illy good at her job 
doesn't mean he w.ints to leave you fiir her) .ind 
that It can .ictually be prettv hot. w hen given . 1 fair 
chance. And l.istK, I highly recommend not p.iv- 
ing for the stuff- h.ive you he.ird about this 
thing called the Internet? ( io and get your 
( ioogle on.
Jaiiicc ¡uhiitw is till liin’lisli senior oiul 0 M iisioih; 
IXiil)’ columnist.
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Daniel
Gingras
To sleepily enter 
the room in her 
pajamas, 76- 
year-old Jean Gin­
gras picks the 
moment at which 
orgasmic shriek­
ing is reaching 
apex...
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Love lasts, even 
w ith distance
Melissa Dudum-maya
THE DAILY AZTEC: (SAN DIEGO STATE U.)
SAN DIEGO — When the core o f a roman­
tic relationship is about being close and sharing 
your life with another person, the idea of 
entering a long-distance relationship doesn’t 
sound appealing. Love is complicated enough 
without having thousands of miles dividing a 
couple.
But, because of the technological wonders o f 
the Internet, the “global village” is becoming 
more intimate every day, w'ith long-distance 
dating a growing trend.
I’m one of the many whose romantic life fits 
in this category.
As I began my first year at San Diego State 
last fall, I didn’t hope to meet a significant 
other but fully intended to remain faithful to 
my distant honey. Most people I knew were 
convinced that my long-distance relationship 
was doomed for failure.
They were wrong.
And today. I’m pleasantly surprised to know 
that the number o f people who are “dating 
despite distance” is growing. Different cities, 
states or even countries, can’t shake a solid rela­
tionship based upon mutual respect, trust, 
commitment and, o f course, love.
But there are several indispensable criteria 
that are required to make a far-away romance 
work: Both people must have the same vision 
for the future and share the same expectations 
of one another. They must also set and discuss 
boundaries to follow while apart.
Communication and trust are vital — phone 
calls, e-mail and text messaging become the 
relationship’s foundation. Setting a time to talk 
every week will help keep a couple connected. 
For instance, a good friend o f mine spends 
every Thursday night on the phone with her 
Chicago heartthrob, and that’s when I know 
not to bother or invite her to go out.
A successful long-distance couple also needs 
to take the time and effort to visit each other. 
Being physically together is a great thing to 
look forward to. Though periods o f loneliness 
and feeling detached are frequent, you can’t 
spend life being sad and frustrated if you’re set 
on making the relationship last.
W hen you’re finally together, don’t dwell on 
the short period o f time you may have togeth­
er — it’s unavoidable that you’ll part again. 
When the goodbyes do come, and you give 
each other that last airport kiss goodbye, 
remember, your time apart won’t be forever — 
it’s merely a natural part o f the relationship.
Couples can also remind each other how 
much they care, how much they miss each 
other and how much being alone can hurt. 
These are natural feelings that result from the 
separation and should be openly and honestly 
addressed in order to keep the relationship 
healthy.
There will always be worry and doubt, espe­
cially during the start o f a relationship.
The most common worries are about your 
significant other meeting someone else and 
cheating. O r you’ll wonder why such a fantas­
tic person who has others are vying for his or 
her attention would choose staying. At times, 
you may even wonder why you do it —  why 
you let yourself suffer.
The bottom line is, you’ll question every­
thing. You, your partner, your relationship and 
the nature o f the romance, but it comes with 
the territory.
Eventually, as the relationship progresses, you 
just might be amazed at how much it’s grown.
All good things come with a price tag — a 
major sacrifice. And if a couple can stand dis­
tance and the test o f time, then they’ve got a 
really good thing going. One day, they’ll both 
be able to look back and laugh at the time they 
spent apart.
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‘R o o m ie ’ problem s stressful towards the end
Lana Ulrich
DAILY C:OLLEGIAN (PENN STATE)
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. —  With 
finals on the horizon and less than a 
month left in the semester, roommate 
tensions are at an all time high.
If you live alone, or happen to 
absolutely love your roommate, then 
ignore this message and continue your 
“study break” on facebook.com.
But if you don’t, as I’m sure a 
majority o f students will agree, you , 
are most likely debating between 
shooting yourself and shooting him 
or her. Your roommate has eaten 
your food, stolen your beverages, 
wasted your batteries and probably 
broken something that you won’t 
discover until after you’ve moved . 
out.
Needless to say, after co-existing 
in a 12-by-15 hovel for nine 
months, you’d now rather face soli­
tary confinement in a POW camp 
than return home to the same Kelly 
Clarkson racket on repeat. At least in 
the “cooler” you’d get some work 
done.
Naturally, not everyone’s room­
mate concerns are the same. There 
are many types o f living situations, 
which are mainly centered on the 
unique types o f roommates. I will 
outline those that I have firsthand 
experience in observing.
First, there’s the Bermuda Triangle 
roommate, whose repeated disap- ■ 
pearing acts keep you consistently 
guessing where the hell they’ve been 
for the past four days. They eventually 
show up out of nowhere, usually at the 
most inopportune moments. Not one 
of the worst moments, though, which is 
good news for you, since you mostly 
have the room to yourself.
O r perhaps your dorm partner falls 
under the class of the Oscar Madison 
roommate. Categorized by mountains 
o f dirty laundry, strange smells and an 
aversion to vacuuming, the Oscar 
laughs at the subtle (wow, our room’s
getting pretty messy isn’t it?) and not so 
subtle (take a shower for once, you dirty 
freak) hints that you’re absolutely dis­
gusted. Also, the biosphere of old let­
tuce and cheese growing under his or 
her desk chair is no consolation prize.
A third category includes the 
Nocturnal roommate. As you wake up 
groggily for your 8 a.m. class, you spy 
the Nocturnal roommate just climbing
4  L
Your roommates 
may piss you 
off, but when 
exams are all 
over, they are 
going to be first 
in line with you 
to start the 
c e le b r a t ^ n .^
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into bed. Although this can get annoy­
ing if your roomie enjoys loud music 
and crunchy chips, conflict can be 
avoided through the use of headphones 
and book lamps. God help you if you 
are his or her counterpart, the Morning 
Person.
Then you have the Virtual roomie, 
who exists more online than in real life. 
You are more likely to get an instant 
message from them then a hello, even 
when you’re both sitting at your desks
three feet away from each other.
The most interesting type, and the 
most prevalent in the dormitories, is the 
Van W ilder roommate, otherwise 
known as a freshman (OK, maybe just 
some freshmen).
From cheap handles of liquor to 
dozens o f friends, this type never fails to 
bring the party home, especially on the 
eve o f your accounting exam. Just like 
that Party Roommate of yours to 
pour salt into all o f your wounds.
I Many other conventional room­
mate variations have the potential to 
irritate more than a dorm fire drill, 
like the Punk’d-W annabe, who 
insists that ingenious dorm pranks 
involving cellophane and beer cans 
are hilarious, or the Hermit, whose 
title is self-explanatory. Some indi­
viduals fit these stereotypes, some 
may share the qualities o f others, but 
there is one thing they all have in 
common —  they always forget to 
refill the Brita.
So, there you have it. If your 
roommate happens to fall under any 
one of these categories, sorry, I can’t 
help you —  my roommate is as cool 
as beans.
But there are alternatives to pre­
vent dorm room stress these last few 
weeks. Outside factors like school, 
relationships and lack of meal points 
often contribute to living tensions. 
If you need to study or just want 
some time alone, the library or study 
' lounges are your best bets. If you’re 
having academic troubles, ask him 
or her to help quiz you on exams or 
look over a paper or two. And if you’re 
both hungry, split an order o f Pokey 
Stix or wings.
Your roommates may piss you off, but 
when exams are all over, they are going 
to be first in line with you to start the 
celebration.The worse it was, the better 
it’s going to be. So in the meantime, 
stick together. With your forces com­
bined, you and your roommate might 
not save the planet, but at least you can 
survive the semester.
www.mustangdaily.net
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International
briefs
TEH RA N , Iran — Iran 
intends to enrich uranium on a 
scale hundreds of times larger 
than its current level, the country’s 
deputy nuclear chief said 
Wednesday, signaling its resolve to 
expand a program the interna- 
tion.d community insists it halt. 
President Mahmoud
Ahiuadinqad said Tuesday that 
Iran for the first time had suc­
ceeded on a small scale in enrich­
ing uranium, a key step in gener­
ating fuel for a reactor or fissile 
material for a bomb. The U.N. 
Security Council has demanded 
that Iran stop all enrichment 
activity.
—  The Associated l^css
U .S, scours A ^ Jia n  markets for stolen 
computer drives containing military data
Daniel Cooney
ASSOtaATEl) PRESS
UAGRAM, Afghanistan - A shop­
keeper outside the U.S.-led coalition 
headquarters in Afghanistan was sell­
ing computer memory drives 
Wednesday containing seemingly 
sensitive military data stolen from 
inside the base — including the 
Social Security numbers of four 
American generals.
This shopkeeper was apparently 
not the only merchant in local 
bazaars trying to get some cash in 
exchange for hardware and software 
containing such files.
The surfacing of the stolen com-
puter devices has sparked an urgent 
American military probe for the 
source of the embarrassing security 
breach, which has led to disks with 
the personal letters and biographies 
of soldiers and lists of troops who 
completed nuclear, chemical and 
biological warfare training going on 
sale for $20 to $50.
Five military investigators, sur­
rounded by heavily armed plain­
clothes U.S. soldiers, searched many 
of the two-dozen rundown shops 
outside the sprawling base.
Asked if any disks had been 
found, one soldier, who declined to 
give his name, said: “We are looking. 
That’s all 1 can say.”
TO« F'®®
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The shopkeeper, who spoke on 
condition of anonymity because of 
fears he may be arrested, said he was 
not interested in the data stored on 
the memory sticks and was selling 
them for the value of the hardware.
“They were all stolen from offices 
inside the base by the Afghans work­
ing there,” he said.“l get them all the 
time.”
About 2,000 Afghans are 
employed as cleaners, office staff and 
laborers at the Bagram base. Though 
they are searched coming in and out 
of the base, the flash drives are the 
size of a finger and can easily be con­
cealed on a body.
The shopkeeper showed an 
Associated Press reporter a bag of 
about 15 and allowed them to be 
reviewed on a laptop computer. Only 
four contained data. The rest did not 
work or were blank.
News of the breach was first 
reported by the Los Angeles Times 
on Monday. The paper said its 
reporter saw files containing classified 
military assessments of enemy targets, 
names of corrupt Afghan officials and 
descriptions of American defenses.
U.S. military spokesman Lt. Mike 
C'ody said the military “has ordered 
an investigation into allegations that
sensitive military items are being sold 
in local bazaars.
“Coalition officials regularly sur­
vey bazaars across Afghanistan for the 
presence of contraband materials, but 
thus far have not uncovered sensitive 
or classified items,” he said.
U.S. commander Lt. Gen. Karl W. 
Eikenberry has ordered a review of 
policies and procedures relating to 
the accountability of computer hard­
ware and software, Cfody said.
The shops around Bagram sprung 
up when U.S. forces took over the 
base in 2001 after ousting the Taliban 
for harboring al-Qaida leader Osama 
bin Laden.
They sell a range of military 
equipment, much of which has been 
stolen from the base, according to 
several shopkeepers — all of whom 
declined to give their names for fear 
of repercussions.
One shopkeeper wanted $20 for a 
used U.S. soldier’s uniform and said 
he could get more.
Other items apparently were 
stolen from a duty-free store on the 
base, including range-finding binocu­
lars and handheld global positioning 
systems — items that could be useful 
to Taliban rebels, who have stepped 
up their insurgency in the past year.
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Acting speaker to convene Iraqi 
parliament to push political process
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BAGHDAD, Iraq — The acting 
parliament speaker said Wednesday 
he will convene the Iraqi legislature 
next week to push forward the for­
mation of a new government stalled 
over the issue of who will serve as 
prime minister. Meanwhile, a series 
of car bombs in three Iraqi cities 
left at least eight people dead and 
dozens wounded.
Adnan Pacliachi, a Sunni Arab, 
told a news conference he decided 
to convene the assembly Monday 
because “it’s my duty to the Iraqi
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people in order to preserve the 
credibility of the democratic 
process.”
Fachachi added that Shiite politi­
cians told him they hope to have 
the deadlock over the nomination 
of Friine Minister Ihralmn al-jaafari 
resolved in time for the session.
Parliament was elected Dec. 15 
but has held only one session 
because of the dispute over the 
prime minister.
As the biggest bloc in parliament, 
the Shiites have the right to nomi­
nate the head of goverimient. But 
Suimi and Kurdish parties oppose 
the Shiite choice of al-Jaafari for 
another term and the Shiites have 
not agreed whether to replace him.
That has stalled formation of a 
unity government which the 
United States believes is necessary 
to halt the country’s slide toward 
anarchy.
But Pachachi. a former foreign 
minister, said he was hopeful for a 
breakthrtnigh on the issue.
“There are indications that cause 
us to be optimistic that an agree­
ment will be reached on all the 
sticking points regarding forming a 
national unity government," he 
said.
Under the constitution, parlia­
ment must elect a national presi­
dent. who in turn designates the 
nominee of the biggest bloc to 
form a new government.The prime 
ininister-designate then has 30 days 
to name a C'abinet, which must be 
approved by parliament.
The Shiites hold 130 of the 275 
seats, not enough to govern or win 
approval for their nominee without 
the support of other parties, includ­
ing the Sinmis and Kurds. Shiite 
politicians conferred again 
Wednesday over the al-Jaafari issue.
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continued from  page 12
storage, the cogs and gears in iny brain 
slowly began to align and ponder this 
thought: What would baseball be like 
without Barry Bonds?
Not just, “What if Bonds never 
took steroids?” I mean, what if Barry 
Bonds never made it into MLB? 
What if he had decided somewhere 
along the line that having a father who 
played professional baseball and a Hall 
of Fame godfather, Willie Mays, was 
too much pressure? What if he had 
decided to bring his metaphorical tool 
kit of dysfunctional social skills, imma­
turity and one-dimensional work 
ethic to another profession?
Not only does this necessitate the
creation of a Web site that explores all 
of Bonds’ squandered careers (opera 
tenor singer conies to mind) it also 
opens up huge questions about base­
ball. How would this alternate base­
ball dimension look? What would 1 
have written about this week? Let’s 
see...
Obviously, the fate of the San 
Francisco Giants franchise would 
have been altered. Will Cdark, Matt 
Williams and (shudder) Kevin 
Mitchell would stand out as the most 
memorable Giants hitters of the last 
two decades. I won’t include Jeff 
Kent, because no one else has rode 
the coattails of another hitter the way 
Kent used his spot in the lineup 
behind Bonds to earn the 2()()() 
National League MVI*. Bonds’ well- 
publicized dispute with Kent is one of 
the few areas I give Bonds a free pass: 
Kent should be paying taxes to 
Bonds. No Bonds means no rise to 
stardom for Kent.
Without Bonds playing left field 
for the 1‘ittsburgh Firates m the 1W2 
NIX'S, you could argue that a more 
defensive-oriented outfielder would 
have thrown out the winning run, 
thereby defeating the Atlanta Braves in 
game seven and sending the Pirates to 
the World Series. Without that huge 
psychological damage to the franchise, 
the Pittsburgh Pirates could have gone 
on to become a dominant team. Well, 
probably not.
But Sportscenter could certainly 
have . 1 void to fill in its coverage of 
Kiseball. Without the seemingly daily 
Bonds upd.ite, they would be forced 
to focus on interesting current events.
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like jimmy Rollins’ hit streak (which 
rolled to a stop at 3H games, only three 
games into this season).
Mark McGwire would still hold the 
avoal for most home runs in a single 
season with 70, and the baseball com­
munity would still pmbably be in bliss- 
tiil ignorance with regards to steroids. 
The a*sult: McGwire would have con­
tinued to rise as a public icon long after 
his retirement in 2(K)1, filming count­
less Mcl )onalds commercials increasing 
the sale of Big Macs 30<) percent 
worldwide. In addition, Sammy Sosa’s 
“Berry, Berry Sundae” that tastes, 
“Beriy; Berry Ciood to Me,” would 
cura*ntly be available at a I )airy t )ueen 
near you.
All of this would have culminated 
this year in an enormous, cross-pmmo- 
tional, bronze, lOO-foot statue of 
McCiwire overlooking St. Louis’ nev\ 
Bush Stidium designed to tike ,i bite 
out a burger after evers’ C i^rdinals 
home run. “Hey, it could happen.”
Without Barry, Jose Ganseco would 
never have had the initiative to write 
his expose book on steroids. The lack 
of revenue fniin book s.iles would have 
forced C'anseco to sell his IW) World 
Series ring, his PIHb Rookie of the Year 
ring, his IPSS AIX^S championship 
ring and his PWO ALC'S ring. Wait, 
you mean he’s doing that anyw.ix *
They are available right now on 
Ins Web site, joseC^anseco.com? He’s 
selling his World Series ring for the 
low, low price of SIS..344? You mean 
he’s still that desperate?
Fven with Barry, 1 guess some 
things never change.
Trainers
continued from page 12
“The gym is unfortunately an 
intimidating place,” Smith said. “If 
It’s something you h,iven’t experi­
enced. a trainer is a great way to 
introduce you into this world.” 
Anyone mtereted in being per­
sonally trained at the Rec Genter 
can contact Nancy Cdark at 73L- 
17H'L
Earn $1(X)-$200/shift. No expenence necessary |
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve. i 
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today'
1-800-859-4109 www.bartendusa.la I
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HELP WANTED
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
-Children's sleep-away camp, 
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/17 
8 /13 /06 ) If you love children and 
want a caring, fun environment we 
need Directors and Instructors for: 
Tennis. Swimming (W.S.I 
preferred). Golf, Gymnastics. 
Cheerleading. Drama. High & Low 
Ropes. Team Sports Waterskiing, 
Sailing. Painting/Drawing. 
Ceramics, Silkscreen. Printmaking. 
Batik, Jewelry, Calligraphy. 
Photography, Sculpture, Guitar 
Aerobics. Self-Defense. Video, 
Piano. Other staff; Administrative/ 
Driver (21-I-), Nurses (RN’s and 
Nursing Students), Bookkeeper. 
Mothers’ Hel|)er. On campus inter 
views April 16th. Select The Camp 
That Selects The Best Staff! Call 
1-800-279-3019 or apply on-line at 
www.campwaynegirls.com
HOMES FOR SALE
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS 
Fishing Industry. Great pay!
Free Room & Board 
and Travel! Male/Female. 
No experience necessary. 
www.AlaskaJobFinder.com
FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
wviAv.daycampjobs.com/slo
Sports camp Counselors 
Near Palo Alto $72-$90 per day 
www.decathlonsportsclub.com
LA Area Summer Camps 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
ANNOUNCEMENTS
“Leave it to Chance" 
Preshow 7pm screening 7:30pm 
Friday. April 14 @ Bldg 3. Rm 213 
more lnfo‘ www.pceslo.com
GREEK NEWS
Mr. Fraternity
AOII sorority presents the all-male 
beauty contest you don’t want to 
miss! Wed. April 12th @ 6:30 pm 
at the Grad. Proceeds go to 
Arthritis Research. Purchase 
tickets in the UU for $5.
RENTAL HOUSING
3 Bed/ 2 1/2 Bath Townhouse 
$1900; 2 Bed Cedar Creek 
$1600; Luxury condo with 
garage near Cal Poly $1700 
plus... www.slohomes.com
College Garden Apts. 
Renting for 2006-2007 
Walk (min) to Cal Poly 
Nice, Clean. Well Maint.
Lrg 1 <% 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Includes: Cable & Internet 
l.dry Fac, Garages Avail. 
slorentals.com or 544-3952
HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO. 
Call Nelson Real Estate 
546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
Nice Home for Sale in SLO 
Walk to campus. Info at: 
WWW. 1658W11 son .com 
REMAX 805-235-7197
Need housing’  Place an ad!
FOR SALE
Motel Type Security Safes 
$30.00 each
Call 459-6421 or 543-8982
Futon, Full size,solid wood, brand 
new. °aid $390. asking $195 
771 8920  or 235-5357
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Roam is coming 
April 28th
www.omegaxidelta.com
My OBB’s the coolest! - Lady =)
LOST AND FOUND
Lost black Totes umbrella 
Please call: (310) 8 6 9 0 7 0 0
Found loading ramp, call w/ info to 
verify 661-496-4619
Found couple of bicycles, call w/ 
info to verify 661-496-4619
Lost black faded zip-up jacket 
with flower print. (408) 821-6253
SHOUT OUTSI FREE EVERY THURS 
Submit your s by Tuesday' 
classifieds@mustangdaily.net j
$1000 REWARD for info on stolen 
1999 silver Volvo S70 model 
Contact; 431-2972
-ost and Found ads are FREE
Sports
Sports editor: Frank Stranzl* mitstivi}i(hil)'sports(i^ nMil.com 
Assistant sports editor: Chris Gunn
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A  personal touch to fitness at the Ree Center
Brittny Peloquin
MUSTANC; DAILY
Heart disease, obesity and cancer 
are linked to inactive lifestyles mak­
ing fitness essential to a healthy 
future.
While some might recognize the 
need to get fit, the problem is getting 
started.
The personal training program at 
the Cal Poly Rec Center gives peo­
ple a jump-start on getting into 
shape. The program pairs each client 
with a trainer who will help design 
a workout for them tailored to the 
needs of their fitness goals.
“The majority just need someone 
to tell them what to do,” said 
Program Coordinator Nancy Cdark. 
“Their attitude is ‘1 want to do it 
right instead of wasting my time.’”
Clients can choose from six, 11, 
16 or 21 sessions. The first session 
consists of fitness testing, goal setting 
and a questionnaire about personal 
habits such as sleep schedule, stress 
level and nutrition. After that, their 
workout is varied based on goals and 
comfort level at the gym.The clients 
set their own schedule and trainers 
work w'ith them to develop a rou­
tine. They .ire trained on weight lift­
ing techniques and progression, fre­
quency and duration of cardiovascu­
lar training and the trainers maintain 
records for each client to track their 
progress.
“If you come and you sweat, you 
win,” said trainer Richard Smith, a 
kinesiology senior. “Once people 
start working out, they like it.”
NICK CAMACHO MUSTANC DAILY
Ricky Bailey, left, is one of the personal trainers working for the Recreation Center. He works with clients 
like Stephanie Maimoni, right, a grad student, who are looking for a specifically-tailored workout.
While some people like to meet 
with a trainer once a week and then 
work out on their own, others like 
to have a trainer consistantly because 
it forces them to show up each time.
The program is based on a fixed 
number of sessions that a client pays 
up front. By the end of the sessions, 
clients have the tools they need to 
come to the gym on their own and
keep meeting their fitness goals. But 
many sign up for more sessions
because they like the accountability 
of having a trainer.
James Sangillo, an aerospace engi­
neering graduate student, is working 
on his second set of sessions. He said 
he signed up because he wanted to 
know more about fitness and nutri­
tion, and how to improve his work­
out.
“1 wanted to know the proper way 
to exercise,” he said. “1 didn’t really 
come to the gym very regularly.”
Clark said she tries to match up 
clients with trainers based on per­
sonalities and fitness goals. The per­
sonal training program is also an 
example of Cal Poly’s “Learn by 
Doing” motto because the trainers 
are students themselves. The client- 
trainer relationship is one of mutual 
benefit; the clients get in shape while 
the trainers get valuable experience 
in working with people. Many of 
the trainers are kinesiology or nutri­
tion majors, and plan to go on to 
work in similar fields. All of them are 
required to be nationally certified by 
an organization like the American 
Council on Exercise or the National 
Academy of Sports Medicine. Clark 
said the one-on-one teaching expe­
rience has helped previous trainers 
reach their career goals, such as one 
who got into medical school.
Smith said that the job is a great 
way to improve people skills. He 
hopes to go into physical therapy.
“The rapport you build with a 
chent is huge,” he said. “They are 
putting themselves into a vulnerable 
position, so you have to build a rela­
tionship with them.”
Anyone with access to the Rec 
Center can sign up for the program. 
Fees vary based on whether the 
client is student, faculty or staff. 
Students who can’t afford one-on- 
one training can opt to purchase 
group sessions with up to four peo- 
ple.Training in a group also serves to 
motivate clients to meet goals as a 
team.
see Trainers, page 11
C al Poly announces hiring o f  three n ew  football coaches
S»*OKTS INKSKMATION Rtl*ORT
Cal Poly has announced the hir­
ings of three new assistants to the 
Mustang football coaching staff.
johnny Burnett has been hired to 
coach the defensive backs while 
Terrol Dillon has been brought on 
board to coach the linebackers. Bill 
Tripp, a volunteer assistant coach 
with the Mustangs last fall, has been 
elevated to fulltime status as the 
team’s offensive line coach.
The announcement was made 
Wednesday by Mustang head foot­
ball coach Rich Ellerson and Cal 
Poly director of athletics Alison 
Cone. Ellerson also has appointed 
defensive line coach Payam Saadat as 
defensive coordinator.
The new coaches replace co­
offensive coordinator and running 
backs coach Ian Shields, defensive 
coordinator and secondary coach 
David Brown and linebackers 
coach Jeff Hammerschmidt. Shields 
is now head coach at Eastern 
Oregon, Brown is cornerbacks 
coach at Ohio University and 
Hammerschmidt is outside line­
backers and special teams coach at 
Stanford.
Burnett served the last four sea­
sons as defensive coordinator at 
Virginia Military Institute while also 
coaching the defensive backs. Prior 
to his stint atVMI, Burnett coached 
three seasons at Austin College in 
Sherman,Texas, where he was assis­
tant head coach, defensive coordina­
tor and recruiting coordinator.
Burnett also coached at
Oklahoma State for three seasons 
(1996-98) and served as the 
Cowboys’ co-coordinator on 
defense and handled the secondary. 
He spent the majority of his coach­
ing career at Army, where he 
coached the outside linebackers and 
secondary for 17 years under three 
Army head coaches.
Dillon worked last season as spe­
cial teams quality control coach at 
Texas, helping the Longhorns to the 
Big 12 championship, a national 
championship and a Rose Bowl vic­
tory.
From August 2(X)2 to May 2005, 
he coached the cornerbacks as well 
as boys track and field at Earl 
Warren High School in San 
Antonio, Texas, the last two years, 
also teaching mathematics. Dillon
was varsity secondary football coach 
at Central Catholic High, also in 
San Antonio, for the 2(M)1 season, 
helping his team to the state private 
schools 5A title.
He was a walk-on at Texas after 
transferring from Navy, earned two 
letters with the Longhorns and 
played in the 2000 Cotton Bowl. 
Dillon was a cornerback and special 
teams player, blocking four punts in 
the 1999 season for a school record. 
He was named to the 2000 Spring 
Semester Big 12 Commissioner’s 
Honor Roll with a 4.0 grade point 
average.
Dillon earned a Bachelor of 
Science degree in corporate com­
munications fiom Texas in 2(KK) and 
earned his master’s in education 
administration at Texas A&M-
Kingsville in 2(K)5.
Tripp was an assistant coach at Cal 
Poly for 10 seasons (1989-98) under 
head coaches Lyle Setencich, Andre 
Patterson and Larry Welsh. He 
coached the 1999 season with the 
San Jose SaberCats of the Arena 
Football League, then served one 
season at Nevada in 2000 before 
returning to the SaberCats for five 
seasons (2001-05).
Tripp came back to Cal Poly in 
the summer of 2005 and assisted 
with the defensive line. Prior to his 
first stint with the Mustangs, Tripp 
was head coach at Canyon del Oro 
High School in Arizona for two sea­
sons. He was offensive line coach at 
Boise State for five years and held a 
similar position at Idaho for four 
seasons.
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WITH BRAD
Baseball without 
Barry
Lemonade, check. Hotdog, check. Cheetos, check. Remote, check. TiVo recording in order to ensure replay of all unintentionally 
comedic moments, check. Pen and paper to record 
random ramblings of consciousness, check.
Few times have 1 been as prepared (like say, for 
instance, any final at Cal Poly) as I was Tuesday after­
noon for ESPN’s newest show, “Bonds on Bonds.” 
The premise: A reality show staring Barry Bonds — 
the most controversial and perplexing figure in 
sports this side of Terrell Owens — that chronicles
his season as he prepares to pa.ss Babe Ruth and pos­
sibly Hank Aaron on the all-time home run list.
It seemed like a can’t-niiss combination of com­
bustible elementsrThe inevitability of Bonds snap­
ping the 999,999 time he was asked if he took 
steroids, and the pptential conflict of interest with 
ESPN creating entertainment out of the news they 
are supposed to be reporting. So what happened?
O f course it missed — it missed the mark about 
as much as a four-pitch intentional walk to Bonds 
— and had a similar level of excitement. The reali­
ty show should have been tided, “Bonds and Friends 
on Why Bonds is Misunderstood and Really a Good 
Guy.”
Perhaps the only redeemable moments fiom this 
week’s show came from getting the chance to look 
at video of Bonds before and after steroi ... err ...
“supplements.” One moment you see a clip of 
Bonds in his Pittsburgh Pirates or early Giants days 
with his cheesy pirate mustache nimbly stealing one 
of his 506 career stolen bases. The next, the editors 
cut to Bonds in his present state with his head the 
size of Zordon (no reference needed) and an all­
knowing attitude to match. First and foremost, it’s 
downright disturbing, but the video is also evidence 
enough to convict Bonds of“flaxseed oil” use in any 
court of public opinion.
Speaking of disturbing moments: between Phil 
Mickelson winning the Masters, the premiere of 
“Bonds on Bonds” and Hurley from “Lost” having 
his own episode, this has been a watershed week for 
“moobs” everywhere.
But besides fcKusing on Bonds’ newest area of fat
see Balk, page 11
